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QUESTION 1

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) has implemented Salesforce for its sales users. The opportunity management in
Salesforce is implemented as follows: 

1. 

Sales users enter their opportunities in Salesforce for forecasting and reporting purposes. 

2. 

NTO has a product pricing system (PPS) that is used to update Opportunity Amount field on opportunities on a daily
basis. 

3. 

PPS is the trusted source within NTO for Opportunity Amount. 

4. 

NTO uses Opportunity Forecast for its sales planning and management. 

Sales users have noticed that their updates to the Opportunity Amount field are overwritten when PPS updates their
opportunities. 

How should a data architect address this overwriting issue? 

A. Create a custom field for opportunity amount that sales users update separating the fields that PPS updates. 

B. Create a custom field for opportunity amount that PPS updates separating the field that sales user updates. 

C. Change opportunity amount field access to read only for sales users using field level security. 

D. Change PPS integration to update only opportunity amount fields when values is NULL. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer wants to maintain geographic location information including latitude and longitude in a custom object. 

What would a data architect recommend to satisfy this requirement? 

A. Create formula fields with geolocation function for this requirement. 

B. Create custom fields to maintain latitude and longitude information 

C. Create a geolocation custom field to maintain this requirement 

D. Recommend app exchange packages to support this requirement. 
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Correct Answer: C 

Reference: 

 

QUESTION 3

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) has outgrown its current Salesforce org and will be migrating to a new org shortly. As
part of this process, NTO will be migrating all of its metadata and data. NTO\\'s data model in the source org has a
complex relationship hierarchy with several master-detail and lookup relationships across objects, which should be
maintained in the target org. 

Which three things should a data architect do to maintain the relationship hierarchy during migration? (Choose three.) 

A. Keep the relationship fields populated with the source record IDs in the import file. 

B. Create an external ID field for each object in the target org and map source record IDs to this field. 

C. Replace source record IDs with new record IDs from the target org in the import file. 

D. Redefine the master-detail relationship fields to lookup relationship fields in the target org. 

E. Use data loader to export the data from the source org and then import/upsert into the target org in sequential order. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers developers have created a new Lightning component that uses an Apex controller using a SOQL
query to populate a custom list view. Users are complaining that the component often fails to load and returns a time-out
error. 

What tool should a data architect use to identify why the query is taking too long? 

A. Use Splunk to query the system logs looking for transaction time and CPU usage. 

B. Enable and use the query plan tool in the developer console. 

C. Use salesforce\\'s query optimizer to analyze the query in the developer console. 

D. Open a ticket with salesforce support to retrieve transaction logs to e analyzed for processing time. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://trailhead.salesforce.com/content/learn/modules/database_basics_dotnet/ writing_efficient_queries 

 

QUESTION 5

Salesforce is being deployed in Ursa Major Solar\\'s disparate, multi-system ERP environment. Ursa major Solar wants
to maintain data synchronization between systems. 

Which two techniques should be used to achieve this goal? (Choose two.) 
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A. Integrate Salesforce with the ERP environment. 

B. Utilize workbench to update files within systems. 

C. Utilize an MDM strategy to outline a single source of truth. 

D. Build synchronization reports and dashboards. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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